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TO THE STARS

Words and Music by HAROLD WALKER

Here is the original Air Force song based on the motto of the R.C.A.F.—
"Through Adversity to the Stars"

Enjoy its thrilling martial rhythm and picturesque lyrics

Zoom-ing up boys TO THE STARS,
Up where the sky is blue!
We'll be gone in the cold gray dawn;
When there's work to do you'll find us Flying together.

Ask your music dealer for "TO THE STARS" — the song the Air Force is singing

Get it today — Price 40 cents
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We're Flying To A New Horizon

Lyric by
Sgt. HAROLD CLUFF

Music by
Flying Officer WISHART CAMPBELL

Moderato (with spirit)

We're flying the Air Force blue across the ocean,
We're carrying home the battle to the foe.
And when the job is done, We'll set our course toward the sun
To greet a new tomorrow in the land we know.
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WE'RE FLYING TO A NEW HORIZON As
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we fly home-ward across the sea. For
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this is no dream We're right on the beam to a land that's
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free for you and for me We're climbing

We're Flying To A New Horizon
to a new tomorrow
We'll keep the clouds beneath us all the way
WE'RE FLYING

TO A NEW HORIZON
To greet the dawn of a new-born day.
WE'RE day.

We're Flying To A New Horizon
This handy-size music book is meant for everybody. Packed with songs you hear over the radio and many you have almost forgotten. A book of happy memories! Just the book for homes, clubs, church societies, choirs, lodges, young people's groups, schools, fraternities, quartettes, camps, etc.
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